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September 2021: Enhancement Release Notes  
 

We utilized feedback previously gathered from membership, students, and other constituent groups 

to identify the enhancements included in this release. 

 

 

Membership Dashboard 

 Member Advanced Search (Req#1021): fixed a bug where NAIA members had to reload the 

advanced search page within their short list each time they wanted to run a new search. 

 

Student Registration 

 Display Invoice ID on Confirm and Pay Page (Req#1276): updated the “Confirm and Pay” 

page in the student PlayNAIA registration to display the “Invoice ID” instead of the 

“Transaction ID” after the payment has been made. 

 

Student Task List/Dashboard 

 Disabling “Current” Tasks After Application Cancelation (Req#751): updated the student task 

list to not move incomplete tasks to the “Completed Tasks” tab when an application is 

canceled. These tasks will now stay on the “Current Tasks” of the canceled application. 

 Future Term for Determination Alert (Req#975): added a notification on the student’s 

dashboard that notifies them they have registered for a term for determination that is in the 

future (any term that is not currently being processed by the Eligibility Center). 

 International Documents – Class Rank (Req#942): added a notes section that is editable by 

NAIA analyst and visible to the student on all international class rank tasks. 

 International Documents – Post Secondary Notes (Req#970): added a notes section that is 

editable by NAIA analyst and visible to the student on all international post-secondary school 

tasks. 

 List High School Portal Users on Transcript/Fee Waiver Tasks (Req#1078): added a list of the 

high school’s NAIA High School Portal users to both US High School Transcript tasks as well as 

Fee Waiver tasks. 

 

Decision Processing 

 Ability to Edit Student Ready Date (Req#937): Create the ability for NAIA Analysts to edit the 

student “Ready Date” (date the student became ready for review. 

 Student File Note Ordering (Req#938): updated file notes to automatically be placed in 

chronological order (oldest to newest). 
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 Initial Review Academic Suspension Display (Req#944): updated the initial review form to 

display any suspension information that was provided by the student during their PlayNAIA 

registration. 

 Updated Decision and Quality Control Process for Error Tracking (Req#963): add the “details 

of errors” and “effect of errors” list to be displayed on the updated decision task when the 

reason for the update is selected as “EC Error”.  

 Appellate Request Quick Search Result Filter on School (Req#1176): add the ability to filter by 

school within the NAIA analyst quick search of appellate requests. 

 Appellate Request Advanced Search Result Filter on School (Req#1177): add the ability to 

filter by school within the NAIA analyst advanced search of appellate requests. 

 Winter Term for Decision Display (Req#1353): change the winter term for determination to 

display as Winter plus the full year of the first year for the academic cycle + last 2 digits of the 

second year for the academic cycle (Example: Winter 2021-22). 

 Post-Secondary GPA Requirement Text Change (Req#1826): update the text on the final 

review task to say “one or more seasons of competition” Previously read as, “two or more 

seasons of competition.” 

 Display Record Counts (Req#1249): added a numerical display for NAIA Analysts to see the 

number of results when looking at search results.  

 

 

Document Processing 

 Add Term for Decision to Document Metadata Screen (Req#962): when matching documents 

to students registered in PlayNAIA, added the student’s term for determination to search 

results.  

 Documents – Not Usable Reason Codes (Req#969): added additional items to the list of not 

usable reason codes 

 

Miscellaneous 

 Eligibility Status Update Email Ordering List (Req#578): updated how the student list is 

populated into the Eligibility Status Update emails to be organized by student name. 

 NAIA View Buttons No Longer Aligned (Req#764): fixed a formatting issue in PlayNAIA where 

buttons were not aligned for NAIA Analysts. 

 Quality Control Error List (Req#966): updated the list of errors that can be selected during the 

quality control process for both break and no break students.  

 Athletic Tracer Auto Opt-in/Opt-Out (Req#1082): added an automatic opt-in and opt-out 

process for when post-secondary institutions become NAIA members and when NAIA 

members leave the NAIA. 

 Foundations Team Quality Control (Req#758): updated the Foundations Team quality control 

form to collect the user who committed the error and who user who is tracking the error.  
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 Email Communications (Req#980): updated the content of the automated emails that are sent 

to students who have outstanding tasks on their “Current Task” list. 

 Print Formatting Decision Details (Req#983): fixed bugs with the formatting of eligibility 

decisions (information cutoff or not visible) when the decision is printed from the internet 

browser.  

 Recruiter Company and Users Within PlayNAIA (Req#1191): updated the menu options and 

content that recruiting companies and non NAIA member schools see when logged into 

PlayNAIA. 

 Form Enhancements – Athletic Tracer and Printing “Forms” (Req#1479): added an “unknown” 

answer option to the questions on the electronic athletic tracer. Also fixed the formatting bugs 

that were present when printing off the athletic tracer form from the browser.  

 High School Portal User Approvals (Req#752): added the ability for NAIA analysts to approve 

newly registered high school users from the “Users” list on the school profile. Also added a 

process by which the task that is generated for approval is marked as complete.  

 


